Release #121 included updates to the S3 Admin Console (S3) to prevent room capacity for cross-listed courses from being inadvertently exceeded when increasing max enrollment for a course section.

New users are encouraged to review the S3 QuickStart Guide and the Web Tutorial section for basic instructions.

Release Highlights

Cross-cutting
- Updates to Student Information Online (SIO) to connect to the newly upgraded Parchment site for transcript requests

Registrar
- Enhanced S3 validation that will prevent an increase to a section's max enrollment from inadvertently exceeding the room capacity for cross-listed courses
- Adjusted labeling for class 1 and 5 students to be First-Year and Fifth-Year Senior, respectively

Admission
- Added the new TOEFL Essentials test scores to the types of test scores Admission staff can view and assign to applicants in S3
- Adjusted high school profile labels on applicant screens

Student Accounts
- Adjustments to the NACHA process to account for students with no first name

Coming in the next six months to one year...
- An updated S3 Admin Console header
- Required changes to meet updated Nacha regulations
- Expanded functionality due to new types of tests being accepted by the university and changes to score requirements
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